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Sheonah Forbes, England Netball Roses Academy Head Coach

Dr Emma Ross, The Well HQ

Supporting Teenage Athletes

Vote Now!
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Puberty
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59% have lied to about 
the cause of their 

symptoms and only 
20% talk to teacher or 

coach

For 42% of girls, 
periods stop them 
taking part in sport

14% of girls haven’t 
mastered kick or 

overhead throw by 11 
yrs

64% of girls 

will have quit 
sport by the age 
of finishing 
puberty (16-17)

46% of teenage girls 
avoid exercise due to 
their breast (but 50%
don’t wear a sports 

bra)
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85% of people can remember a shaming 

experience in school that continues to affect 
them for their whole life

If a girls period is acknowledged and 
celebrated, she is more likely to engage in 
healthy behaviours throughout the rest of her 
teenage years.

Eating disorders can present at any age but 
the peak age presentation is from 13- to 17-
years-old. 
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Words matter

Non negotiables for teen athletes

Be inquisitive about what’s important to them, find their spark

Open, positive conversations about what’s going on in their body 

Talk about managing periods (and have period products available)

Celebrate all body types – do not attach value to size

Help them reframe negatives into strengths

Be positive about food – food is fuel

Don’t specialise – do lots of different sports!

Educate girls, parents, coaches
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